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ENCLOSURE 2

SAFETY EVALVATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

AMEN 0 MENT NO.193 TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR-52

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

BROWNS FERRY-NUCLEAR PLANT, UNIT 2

DOCKET NO. 50-260

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Browns Ferry Nuclear (BFN) Plant Technical Specifications (TS) Table 3.7. A.
" Primary Containment Isolation Valves," is being updated anc corrected to reflect
changes due to plant modifications and the BFN. Appendix-J Program. As such, the
Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA, the licensee) submitted a license amendment
application dated August 2,1988 that would expand Table 3.7 A of the-BFN TS for
Units 1, 2, and 3 to include all primary containment isolation-valves. By letter
dated July 13, 1989, TVA supplemented its original amendment application with
more detailed information regarding the primary containment isolation design
scheme at BFN. However, it should be noted, that inorder to meet TVA's schedule
for restart of Unit 2 the staff focused its efforts on this unit only. The
aforementioned amendment application, and supplement, will have to be reviewed
prior to restart of Units 1 and 3.

4

The proposed amendnent would- change the TS of BFN,-Unit 2, to accomplish the
following:

1. Combine the existing 10 CFR 50, Appendix J valve testing tables
(Tables 3.7.D, E, and F) into the primary containment isolation valve
table (Table 3.7.A) and delete the testable penetration tables
(Tables.3.7.B -C,-and H),

2. Add those valves to Table 3.7.A which have been incorporated into the
Apaendix J testing program and those which 'have-been redefined as
su) ject to the local leak rate test criteria of 0.60 La. Delete from-

Table 3.7.A two valves that are not containment isolation valves.

3. Correct Table 3.7.A to reflect plant configuratica.

4. Add clarity to sections of Technical Specification 3.7/4.7.

Concomitant with the staff's safety evaluation (SE) of BFN's proposed changes-
to TS Table 3.7. A, " Primary isolation Valves," the NRC staff reviewed the plant
containment isolation arrangement for BrN. The SE below (Section 3.2), com-
pletes our review of BFN, Unit 2 containment isolation dependability as-
required by TMI Action Plan issue ll.E.4.2 (Parts 1-4) documented in NUREG-0737,
" Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements." Furthermore, the staff ;

evaluated BFN, Unit 2 compliance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix J. '

,
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2.0 Review Criteria

The Browns Ferry Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 2, began comercial operatica in 1975
and was shut down in 1985 due to safety concerns. Since receiving their license,
the safety review criteria have changed. As part of the Browns Ferry restart
effort, the containment isolation system has been re-evaluated to current
standards. The purpose of this evaluation is to document, for each containment
penetration: the isolation arrangement, the applicable General Design Criteria,
the deviations, if any, from the General Design Criteria and the basis for
accepting the present isolation arrangement.

The safety criteria used in the staff's safety evaluation of the containment
isolation system for BFN, Unit 2 are contained in the following references

1. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
plants (GDC 54, 55, 56 and $7).

2. NUREG-0B00, Standard Review Plan, Section 6.2.4, Containment
isolation System. '

3. NUREG-0737, Clarification of TH1 Action Plan Requirements,
Section ll.E.4.2, Parts 1-4.

4 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix J Primary Reactor Containment 1.eakage
Testing for Water-Cooled Power Reactors.

In addition to the review and evaluation of containment isolation arrangements
for BFN, the staff reviewed the hazard' potential inside containment resulting
in high energy systems rupture causing
Reactor Building Closed Cooling Water (jet impingement and/or missile damage toRBCCW) system inside containment. The
evaluation below completes our review of BFN, Unit 2 high energy damage poten-
tial inside containment affecting RBCCW.

3.0 EVALUATION

3.1 Changes to 15 Table 3.7. A. " Primary Containment isolation Valves"

These changes pertain to Unit 2 primary containment isolation valves. Details
of the proposed TS changes for specific systems are described below, as '

accompanied by the applicable staff evaluation.

A. RCIC_ar;l HPCI

Delete from Technical Specification Table 3.7.A the reactor core isolation
cooling (RCIC) and high-pressure coolant injection (HPCl) steamline drain
valves (FCV-71-6A, 6B, and FCV 73-6A, 6B), the RCIC condensate pump omin
valves (FCV-71-7A, 78), and the HPCI hotwell pump discharge isolation valves
(FCV-73-17A,17B). Delete the Group 7 description from Bases Section 3.?.
These valves described as " Group 7" isolation valycs are system isolation
valves. They perform no containment isolation function, nor do they receive a
primary contdnment isolation signal (PCIS). The valve 3 are located outboard

.
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of the primary containment isolation valves. The valves isolate only when the
respective system turbine steam supply valve is not fully closed. Deleting
4.hese valves from Table 3.7.A will eliminate possible confusion as to the
function and operability requirement of the valves. The staff finds these
changes acceptable.

Delete HPC1/RCIC pump discharge isolation valves (FCV 73-44 and 7139).

The HPC1/RCIC pump discharge isolation valves (FCV 7139 and FCV-73 44) do not
perform a containment isolation function. These valves automatically open on
an accident signal to allow the systems to perform their safety function. The
flowpaths for these systems contain two check valves in series which serve as
automatic isolation valves under the BFN design basis described in FSAR Sec- ;

tion 5.2.3.5. These check valves are now included in Table.3.7.A as contain-
ment isolation valves (they had previously been listed on Table 3.7.D). The
staff finds these changes acceptable.

Add HPCI pump suction isclation valves (73-26, 73-27) to the Group 4 isolation
valves.

The HPCI pump suction isolation valves have the same automatic isolation logic
as the other Group 4 isolation valves. The staff finds this change acceptable.

B. CAD SCfS

Separate FCV-8419 and FCV-84-20 (CAD System Torus /Drywell Exhaust to Standby
Gas Treatment) into two entries in Tt51e 3.7. A. FCV 84 20 is a Group 6 valve.
FCV-84-19 will no 'onger be a Group 6 valve and will have no maximum operating
time. A separate entry is proposed for FCV-84 20 with a Group.6 designator
with no change to the existing technical specification requirements for this
valve.

FCV 84-19 does not isolate on a Group 6 containment isolation signal. The
valve is normally closed and requires a senior reactor operator to unlock the
hand switch before the valve can be opened. This is acceptable to the staff.

C. Appendix J Valve _ Testing Tables Combined

Combine the existing 10 CFR 50, Appendix J testing tables (Tables 3.7.0, E, and
F) into Table 3.7.A and make necessary changes to reflect the current BFN
Appendix 0 Program. Pertinent notes are also added to designate the appli-
cability of the valves in the revised Table 3.7.A to local leak rate testing.
Changes to the BFN Appendix 0 testing programs have resulted in some valves
being added to the program and other valves which have been redefined as being
subject to the local leakage criteria of 0.6 of the allowable leak rate which
is 655 SCF/HR and is abbreviated 0.60 La. The changes to the BFN Appendix J
program are conservative changes that reflect current testing requirements.

Notes 1-5 and 7 are proposed to delineate specific local leak rate testing
applicability. Combining Tables 3.7.D. E, and F into Table 3.7.A and properly
noting testing applicability should eliminate the confusion that exists.wien

|
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comparing Table 3.7. A to Tables 3.7,0, E, and F. The staff finds these changes
relating to Appendix J testing tables and reined TS notes acceptable.

D. Testable Penetration _ Tables

Delete testable penetration Tables 3.7.B. C and H.

BFN Technical Specification 4.7.A.2 requires that the provisions of the 10 CFR
part 50, Appendix 0, be satisfied for BFN Units 1. 2, and 3. Furthermore, 10 CFR
50.54(o) requires that all water cooled power reactors meet the containment
leakage test requirements set forth in Appendix J. Appendix J of 10 CFR
Part 50 defines the primary containment penetrations for which Type B leak rate
tests are required to be performed. Lists of primary _ senetrations for which
Type B tests must be performed are maintained for BFN Jnits 1, 2, and 3 in the
Appendix J Program (BFN Site Director Standard Practice 17.1). Since the
infortnation being deleted from BFN technical specification is contained in the
Appendix J program, and since a test report listing the penetrations tested is
required to be submitted for NRC review af ter each integrated leak rate test,
no reductions in testing requirements or NRC revier will result due to this
enange. The staff findi these changes acceptable.

E. Control Rod Hydraulic System

Delete control rod hydraulic return check valvo (85-573).

This valve was physically removed from each unit per the reconynendations of
General Electric Service Information Letter 200 R2. The valve was inadver.-

tently lef t in Table 3.7. A. This change will bring the technical specification
Table 3.7.A up to date. The staff finds this change to be acceptable.

F. RHR

Deletetheresidua*iheatremoval(RHR)flushanddrainventtosuppression
chamber valves FCV.74-102, 103, 119, and 120.

These valves are no longer isolation valves. The valves are still installed
and are used for RHR drain and vent but are no longer connected to the primary
containment. As they are no longer 1rimary containment isolation valves, they
have been deleted from the table. T11s change is acceptable to the staff.

G. Torus and Drywell Oxygen Sample Lines

Delete the torus and drywell oxygen sample line valves to analyzers A and B.
FCV-76-51, 52, 53, 54, 61, 62, 63, and 64.

These valves have been deleted per an Engineering Change Notice (ECN). The
staff finds these changes acceptable.

H. Containment Atmosphere Dilution _ Crosstie

Add the containment atmosphere dilution (CAD) crosstie to drywell control air
check valve 84-617.

- -. - , - . .-. _ _ . . - _ - -...-..- - - .- - _.- . - . . , . - - - . - . - - . . - . - -
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This valve has been added per a recent modific6 tion and provides long terrn drywell
control air capability. However, the staff expressed its concern to TVA regarding
reliability of double check valve containment isolation for this newly designed
sy s t em. Consequently, TVA has comitted by letter dated February 27, 1991 to
replace the outboard CAD check valve during the next refueling outage with a
qualified, normally closed solenoid valve and a normally closed manual bypass
valve (these valves will be included as part of the locked valve program).
Furthermore, TVA committed to submit a followup TS amendment 120 days af ter
restart of Unit 2 that designates these valves as primary containment isolation
valves. The staff finds this acceptable.

1. Administrative Changes To TS To Revise Valve Descriptions
'

Make the following administrative changes to the technical specifications:

1. Add numbers to reactor water sample line isolation valves, FCV-43-13 and 14

2. Chance the reactor vessel water level isolation setpoint greater than or
equal to 398 inches on the single asterisk note on Technical Specificatien
Page 3.7/4.7-25 for Units 1 anti 2 and Page 3.7/4.7-24 for Unit 3,

3. Revise descriptions of FCV-76-17, 18, and 19 and FCV-64-18 to more
accurately identify their functions.

4 ildd valve numbers to traversing incore probe (TID) guide tubes,
FCV44 501, 502, 503, 504, and 505.

5. Changs valve description (for FCV 73-81) to HPCI warmup. Change normal
position to closed.

C. Move * Note 1" on Technical Specification Page 3.7/4.7-27 for Units 1 and 2
and Page 3.7/4.7-75 for Unit 3 to the notes for Table 3.7 A and renumber
as note * Note 6." Change the normal position of the valves applicable to
this note to "o/c" denoting open/ closed, and the action on initiating
signal to "GC/SC" denoting go closed / stay closed.

7. Editorial change to SR 4.7.A.2.g.

8. Correct errors in Table 3.7.A.

9. Renumber remaining pages of Section 3.7/4.7 to be consistent.

This item contains administrative changes to the technical snecifications to
revise valve descriptions, add unique valve identifiers to tie tables, and
other minor changes to the tables for consistency throughout. These changes
are administrative in nature and as such, the staf f finds this acceptable.

3.2 EFh Containment 1 solation Dependability (TM1 Action item 11.E.4.2.1-4)
ARD 10 CFR 50. Appendix J Testing

The NRC staff performed a thorough review of TVA BFN, Unit 2, contaument
isolation arrongement. The staff reviewed all containment systems and their

|.
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isolation arrangement. The staff reviewed all containment systems 6nd their
associatedpenetrationsexceptforthePostAccidentSamplingSystem(PASS)and
the Automatic Depressurization System (ADS) accumulaters. The staff's review
of the PASS and the ADS accumulators will be documented in a separate Safety
Evaluation (SE) as p.* i of TVA's TS Amendment Request No. 284

The SE below was performed through a review of piping and flow diagrams, design
documents provided by TVA, and a visit to the BFH facility documented by meeting
sumary dated August 17, 1990. TVA responded to the staff's recomendations
regarding the primary containment isolation design arrangement at BFN, Unit 2,
by letters dated September 17, 1990 and March 13, 1991.

Main Steam Line/ Drain

"ein Steam Line, Penetration 7A-0, and Main Steam Drain, Penetration 8, are
classified as non-essential systems. Non-essential systems are the systems'

:nat are not required for post accident mitigation. NUREG-0737, Clarification
of TM1 Action Requirements, Section 11.E.4,*, Containment Isolation Dependabil-
ity, position (3) states that "All non-essential systems shall be automatically
isolated by the ccrtainment isolation signal." The Main Steam Lines and Main
Steam Drains have two air-operated globe valves on each, one inside and one
outside of containment, that close at tne occurrence of a Group 1 isolation
signal. They utilize an air supply to open and a spring to close. Upon loss
of the air supply the valve will f ail close.

NUREG-0800, Standard Review Plan, Section 6.2.4, Containment Isolation System,
Part 11, Acceptance Criterion 1, states that "There should be divarsity in the
parameters sensed for the initiation of containment isolation..." The para-
meters that input into the Group 1 signal are: reactor vessel, low-low water
level, main steam line high radiation, main steam line space high temperature,
main steam line low pressure and main steam line high flow. The parameters
that input into the group isolation signal meet the requirements of a diverse
isolation signal.

The applicable General Design Criterion for these penetrations is 10 CFR
Part 50 Appendix A, Criterion 55, Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Penetrating
Containment. An acceptable isolation arrangement is stated in Criterion $$
Fart i, "One automatic isolation valve inside and one automatic isolation valve
outside containment." The present isolation arrangement for the penetrations
7A-D and 8 meet the above stated acceptance criterion and is therefore accept-
able.

10 CFR 50, Appendix J, " Primary Reactor Containment Leakage Testing for Water-
cooled Power Reactors," requires testing of containment isolation valves and
penetrations for leakace if they comunicate with the containment atmosphere.
There are three types of tests that are required by Appendix J. However, for
this evaluation the discussion will be limited to the local leak rate tests of~

the individual isolation barriers. These tests are known as Type C tests.
Within this evaluation, Appendix J testing will be considered as Type C Appen-
dix J testing.

The Main Steam Line and Main Steam Drain valves are tested in accordance with
Appendix J cuidelines and therefore are acceptable.

-
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Demineralized Water

Demineralized Water, Penetration 20, is classified as a non-essential system.
The Demineralized Water System has an inboard remote-manually operated globe
valve and an outboard simple check valyc. Both valves are tested in accordance
with Appendix J.

This system penetrates the reactor coolant pressure boundary which makes GOC 55
the applicable design criterion. The GDC is not met in two areas. Because it
is a non-essential system, the globe valve should be automatic rather than
remote manual. In addition, the GDC does not allow a simple check valve to b:
used outside of containment.

The use of an outboard simple check valve is part of the original design basis
but, does not meet the explicit requirements of the GDC. However, the staff
has concluded that the location of the check alve is acceptable on "some other
defined basis" due to the small reduction in the safety margin associated with
the mislocation of the check.

,

To offset the use of a manual rather than an automatic valve, the staff
recomended that the block valve (2-2-1191) used to test the check valve for
leakage be considered as a loched closed isolation valve. The locked closed
position is the most important element of the proposed resolution since it
provides assurance that the block valve will be in the proper position.
Appendix J testing is currently being performed and would not require any
additional testing. In respnse to the staf f's recommended resolution, by letter
dated September 17,1990, T9A chose not to designate the block valve as a
contaiment isolation valve because they believe that the valve is currently
tested in the reverse direction, and the line containing the valve is notI

| seismically qualified. However, TVA did commit to include the manual globe
, containmentisolationvalve(2-2-1383) andblockvalve(2-2-1191) in the BFN
l locked valve program.

In spite of the limitations identified by TVA, the use of all three barriers is
believed to be an acceptabic isolation arrangement. ,

Reactor Feedwater

|
The Reactor Feedwater, penetration 9A & B, is classified as a non-essential

I
sy s tem. The penetrations have two simple check valves on each line, one inside

I
and one outside containment. Both of the check valves are Appendix J tested.

The double check salve arrangement is the original design basis Sr BFN.
Although this design is part of BFN's original design, it is not in complete
accordance with GDC 55. Reliance on only two simple check valves does not
provide adequate long term isolation. After the initial event, the pressure
differential across the check valve will decrease. The lower the differential
pressure, the lower the confidence that the check Mill provid2 a leak-tight-
barrier. Therefore the staff suggested that an additional valve be considered
to provide complete protection in the long-term. This valve need not be
automatic, since unnecessary isolation of this additional water source would

4
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not be in the direction of improve! safety. For the short-term, the two check
valves will provide the necessary leak-tight protection.

The Reactor Feedwater System has a downstream remote manual valve. To )rovide
a more positive means of isolation the staff suggested that this valve )e
identified in the BFN Emergency Operating Instructions (E01) as a valve that
should be closed in some reasonable period of time. This added focus on the
importance of the valve as a containment isolation valve should improve the
overall reliability of the penetration and therefore provides additional
assurance of long term isolation. TVA has committed to revise 2-E01-3 to

,

; identify these valves.

The need to test this added valve was also evaluated. The current layout would
require the addition of a valve to allow the testing of the remote manual valve
and thereby fully meet all the requirements of an Appendix J test. However,

! this valve is used as a system isolation valve. As a result, the valve is
regularly demonstrated to be leak tight under system pressure and temperature
conditions. Although the tested medium is water rather than air, the staff has 4

concluded that the operational verification of leak tightness is sufficient for -

purposes of a third valve. Therefore, this arrangement is acceptabic based on
TVA's commitment to identify the local manu61 valve in the E01's. Further
testing and qualification of these valves are not required.

(

; By letter dated September 17, 1990, TVA committed to revise emergency operating
instructions 2-E01-3 to identify those valves (including the manual valve in'-

( this system) which potentially could be used for the isolation of leaks from
high energy primary systems into secondary containment.

Auxiliary Boiler System

Auxiliary Boiler System, Penetration 210A, is classified as a non-essential
system. Penetration 210A has two sim>1e check valves located outside of
containment as isolation barriers. _T11s system is-not acceptable to specific

,

guidance provided in GDC 55, the_ applicable requirement. To upgrade this
isolation arrangement, the staff reconrnended that the block valve used to test
the check valve be incorporated as a containment isolation valve to provide a
more positive means of isolation. TVA committed by _ letter dated September 17,
1990 to submit a TS amendment request that would f ormally cite.this block valve
(2-12-742), as a primary containment-isolation valve within 120 days after
restart. This block valve is currently tested with the associated check valves
in accordance with the Appendix J testing program.for containment isolation
valves. BFN has placed several inboard isolation valves outside of containment.

,

This is an acceptcble practice due to the limited space within the containment.
Limited space within the containment is typical of Mark I plants. The containment,

I isolation system meets the requirement of GDC 55 Part 4 and is acceptable based
| on TVA's commitment to formally designate the block valve an isolation valve.

Contro_1 Air Sy_ stem
'

Control Air System, Penetration 48, is classified as a non-essential system.
.

This system hat two air operated plug volves in series loccted outside of
| containment that are Type A and Type C tested f ar leakage. They u_tilize an-air:

.-
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supply to open and a spring to close. Upon loss of the air se ly the va N
,

will fail closed. These valves close upon a Group 61 solation tignal.
Parameters input into the Group 6 signal are reactor y a sal ',0w water level,
high drywell pressure and high radiation in reactor busining ventilation
exhaust. The parameters that input into the group signol w et the requirements
of a diverse containment isolation signal.

This line connects to the containment atmosphere and therefore has to meet the
criterion set forth in GDC 56, primary containment isolation. Part 4 of GDC 56
states that an acceptable isolation arrangement has "One automatic isolation
valve inside and one automatic isolation valve outside containment " The
placement of the inboard isolation valve outside of containment is acceptable
on the basis stated above in the Auxiliary Boiler System. The containment
isolation barriers meet the requirements of GDC Part 56 Part 4 and are therefore
acceptable.

Service Air _ System

Service Air System, Penetration 21, is classified as a non essential system.'
Penetration 21 has an inboard check valve and an nutboard remote-manually
operated globe valve that is Appendix J tested for leakage. GDC56(2) states
the applicable design criterion for this penetration, "One automatic isolation
valve inside and one locked closed isolation valve outside of containment." To
meet this criterion the globe valve would have to be added to the locked valve
program, in response to the staff's recommendation, TVA committad by letter
dated September 17, 1990 to add this g'obe valve (2-133-1070), to the locked
valve program. The staff finds this arrangement to be acceptable.

Sampling and Water Quality System

Sampling and Water Quality System, Penetration 41, is classified as a non.
essential system. Penetration 41 has an inboard and an outboard air operated
globe valve as isolation barriers that are Appendix J tested for leakaga. They
utilize an air supply to open and a spring to close. Upon loss of the air
supply, the valve will fail closed. These valves also isolate upon a Group 1
signal and the parameters that input into the Group 1 signal are listed in the
Main Steam Line/ Drain section. -The parameters that_ input into the group signal
meet the requirements of a diverse containment isolation signal. The isolation
arrangement meets GDC 55 Part 4, stated in_the Main Steam Line/ Drain Section,
and is therefore acceptable.

Standby Liquid Control

Standby Liquid Control, Penetration 42, is classified as an essential system.
Essential systems are systems whose function is needed for post-accident
mitigation. Penetration 42 has a double check valve arrangement, one inside,

! and one outside containment. Essential systems need to have the capability of
isolation af ter it is determined that the system is no longer needri for
accident mitigation. Downstream from the outboard check valve, there is an
explosive valve that will serve as another isolation bar,ler capable of final'

system isolation. Although, this additional barrier is lost when the system is

,

.
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provide positive isolation un, der all other conditions.anticipatedtransientswithoutscram),his
calledupontooperate(e.g. it does

In spite of t
limitation, the staff finds the containment isolation arrangement acceptable.

Containment Ventilation-System

Containment Ventilation System, Penetration 25, is classified as a non-
essential system. Denetration 25 has three air operated butterfly valves
as isolation barriers that are Appendix J tested for leakage. These valves
isolate upon a Group 6 signal and the parameters that input into the Group 6
signal are listed above in the Control Air Section. The parameters that input

| into the group signal meet the requirements of a diverse containment isolation
signal. This isolation arrangement meets the requirements of GDC 55 Part 4 and
is therefore acceptable.

Recirculation System

Recirculation System, penetraticns 37C and 380, are classified as a non-
essential system. Penetrations 37C and 3BC have double check valve arrange.
ments as isolation barriers, one inside and cs outside containment which are

,

; Appendix J tested for leakage. GDC 55 part 2 requires a locked closed boundary
outside containment for acceptance. The downstieam remote manual valve has
been identified in the E0!'s as a final isolation buundary and this isolation
arrangement is acceptable on the basis stated above in the Reactor feedwater
Section.

Reactor Water Cleanup System

i Reactor Water Cleanup (RWCU) injection, Penetration 98, it classified as a
non-essential system. Penetration 9B has a double check valve arrangement as
an isolation barrier, one inside and one outside containment that are Appen-
dix J tested for leakage. To diversify this isolation arrangement, a downstream
isolation valve has been identified in the E0!'s as a final isolation boundary
to meet the requirements of GDC 55 Part 2. By letter dated Sestember 17, 1990,

| TVA committed to include this kind of remote manual valve in tie E01's as an
| isolation valve that will be used for positive isolation of the system.

RWCU supply, Penetration 14, is classified as a non-essential system. It
has an inboard and an outboard motor operated gate valve as containment isola-
tion barriers. These valves isolate upon a Group 1 signal. The parameters
that input into the signal are listed above in the Main Steam Line/ Drain
section. The paramcters that input into the group isolation signal meet the
requirements of a diverse isolation signal. This arrangement meets the crite-
rion set forth in GDC 55 Part 4 and is acceptable.

Reactor Building Closed Cooling Water

TheReactorBuildingClosedCoolingWater(RBCCW) system, Penetrations 23and
24, is classified as a non-essential system. Penetration 23, RBCCW return, has
an outboard remote manually operated gate valve end Penetration 24, RBCCW
Supply, has an outboard check valve. Both valves are Appendix J tested. TVA
regards this system as a closed-system inside containment. However, the staff

,
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. recomended that TVA take the following action to assure the integrity of RBCCW
| as a closed system: 1) assess the pipe restraint program for all drywell piping,

2) identify those components or sources in the drywell which could become missiles
and possibly endanger the RBCCW integrity inside of containment and3) establish -

procedures for manual isolation of all coolers upon receipt of a,n isolation signal
to minimize loss of RBCCW integrity.

By letter dated September 17 1990, TVA responded to the staf f reconnendations
mentioned above. TVA indicated in their response that seismic Class 1 piping
restraints inside the drywell were assessed as part of the program to comply with
Bulletin 79-14, and that current plant design does not permit manual isolation of
the coolers. With regard to potential missiles inside containment and their
threat to the RBCCW system, TVA provided the results of system walkdowns and
vulnerability studies by letter dated March 11, 1991. The staff finds TVA's'

conclusions and existing containment isolation arrangement acceptable.

Reactor Core isolation Cooling System i

Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) injection, Penetration 9B, is classified
as an essential system. Penetration 9B has a testable check as an isolation
barrier which is Appendix J tested. Testable check valves are designed for
remote opening with zero differential pressure across the valve seat. The
valve will close on reverse flow even though the test switches may be
positioned for open. The valve opens when pump pressure exceeds reactor
pressure even though the test switch may be positioned for close.

The RCIC system also has a dovnstream (remote manual) valve that would provide
a more positive means of isolation.- Reliance on only the check valve does
not provide adequate long term isolation. After the initial event the,

pressure differential across the check valve will decrease. The lower the
differential pressure, the lower the confidence that the check will provide a
leak tight barrier. Therefore, the additional valve downstream should be added
to provide long term protection. This valve is presently Appendix J tested so
further qualification of the valve would not be needed. By letter dated
September 17, 1990, TVA committed to include this valve in the E01s to provide
operators with another valve that can be used to assure positive system isolation.

RCIC steam supply, Penetration 10, is classified as an essential system,
penetration 10 has an inboard and an outboard motor operated gate valve as
containment isolation barriers. These valves isolate upon a Group 5 signal,
This isolation signal is not a containment isolation signal but a systemt

isolation signal, l.ine break in the RClO system steam line to turbine (hi
steam line space temperature, high steam flow, or low steam line cressure)ghand

| high pressure between rupture discs on RCIC turbine exhaust are tie input
parameters into the isolation signal. The parameters that input into this
isolation signal detect a rupture in the RCIC system and low steam pressure to
protect the turbine. This isolation arrangement is acceptable based on its
ability to (1) be isolated by an ope ator af ter the system has performed its
accident mitigation function and (2) to automatically isolate in the event of
low steam pressure or system piping f ailure.

.
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High Pressure Core Injection System

High Pressure Core injection (HPCl) system injection, Penetration 9A, is
classified as an essential system. Penetration 9A has a testable check as an
isolation barrier which is Appendix J tested. The HPCI system also has a
downstream (remote manual) valve that would provide a more positNe means of
isolation. Reliance on only the check valve does not provide adequate long-
term isolation. After the initial event, the pressure differential across the
check valve will decrease. The lower the differential pressure, the l wer the
confidence that the check will provide a leak tight barrier. Therefore the
additionalvalvedownstreamshouldbeaddedtoprovidecomple+eprotectIonin
the long term. This valve is presently Appendix J tested so no further 09alifi-
cation of the valve would be needed. By letter dated September 17, 1990 TVA
committed to include this manual valve in the E01s to provide the operaf ss
with another valve that can be used to assure positive system isolation.

HPCI steam supply, Penetration 11, is classified as an essential system.
Penetration 11 has an inboard and an outboard motor-operated gate valve as a
containment isolation barrier. These valves isolate upon a Group 4 signal.
This isolation signal is not a containment isolation sigral tut a system
isolation signal. Line break in HPCI system line to turbins (hi
spacetemperature,highsteamflow,orlowsteamlinepressure)ghsteamlineand HPCI
pressure between diaphragm rupture discs on turbine exhaust are the input
parameter into the group signal. The parameters that input the isolation
signal detect a rupture in the HPCI system and low steam pressure to protect
the turbine. This isolation arrangement if acceptable based on its ability to
(1) be isolated by an operator after the system has performed its accident
mitigation function and (2) to automatically isolate in the event of low steam
pressure or system piping f ailure.

Residual Heat Removal System

Residual Heat Removal (RHR) shutdown cooling discharge, Penetrations 13A and B,
are classified as essential systems. Penetration 13A and B have an inboard
testable check valve, and an outboard mator-operated gate valve 6s isolation
barriers.

The gate valve isolates upon a Group 2 signal. Reactor vessel low-water level
and high drywell pressure are the input parameters for the Group i signal. The-
parameters that input into the group isolation signal meet the requirements of
the diverse isolation signal. This isolation arrangement meets G00 55 and is
therefore acceptable.

RHR shutdown cooling supply, Penetration 12, is classified as a non-essential
sy stem. The penetration hat an inboard and an outboard motor-operated gate
valve as isolation barriers. T%se valves isolate upon a Group 2 signal
The parameters that input into the group isolation signal meet the requirements
of a diverse isolation signal. This arrangement meets the criterion set forth
in GDC 55 Part 4 and is acceptable.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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RHR recirculation and pump test lines presently rely upon the suppression pool
as one of the isolation barriers. The staff does not consider the suppression
pool an adequate barrier, and suggested to TVA that an existing test valve
could be designated the containment isolation boundary. TVA has subsequently
committed (via teleconference), to identify these test valves (one in each
train) as containment isolation valves in the BFN TS. TVA will submit a TS
amendment to this effect within 120 days after restart.

Core Spray System

Core Spray injection, Penetrations 16A & ', are classified as an essential
system. Penetration 16A and B have outboard remote manually operated gate -
valves and inboard testable check valves as isolation barriers. These valves
are leakage tested in accordance with Appendix J. This arrangement deviates
from the GDC because of its classification at an essential system. The GDC
acceptance criterion requires the system to be automatically isolated upon 0
containment isolation signal or it can be acceptsble on another defined basis.
The other defined basis is the system's function as an essential system needed
for accident mitigation. This system has the ability to be remote-manually
isolated af ter the system has confirmed its accident mitigation function;
therefore, this deviation is acceptable.

Drywell Drains

Drywell Drain, Penetrations 18 & 19, is classified as a non-essential system.
Penetrations 18 and 19 have two outboard air operated gate valves as an isola-
tion barrier. These valves close on a Group 2 isolation signal and are leak
tested in accordance with Appendix J. The inputs into the signal are listed
above in the RHR Shutdown Discharge section. The parameters that input into
the group isolation signal meet the requirements of a riiverse isolation signal.
This arrangement is acceptable based on the above discussion in the Control Air
System section.

Containment inerting

H, sample line, Penetrations 520, 229D & K, are classified as a non-essential
system. Penetration 520, 229D and K have two outboard solenoid operated gate
valves as isolation barriers. These valves close upon a Group 6 signal and are-
leak tested in accordance with Appendix J. The parameters that input into the-
group isolation signal meet the requirements of diverse isolation signal. This
system meets the requirements of GDC 56(4) and is acceptable.

H, Purge Sample line, Penetration 27F, is classified as a non-essential system.-
. Phnetration 27F has two outboard solenoid operated gate valves as. isolation
t barriers. These valves isolatt upon a Group 6- signal and are leak tested in
i accordance with Appendix J. The parameters that input-into the-group isolation

signal meet the requirements of a diverse isolation signal. This system meets;

; the requirements of GDC 56(4) and is acceptable.

1-
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' H,0, sample return line, Penetrations 229B & G, are classified as a non-
etsential system. Penetration 229B and G have two outboard solenoid operated
gate valves as isolation barrier. These valves isolate upon a Group 6 signal
and are leak tested in accordance with Appendix J. The parameters that input
into the group isolation signal meet the requirements of a diverse isolation,

signal. ThissystemmeetstherequirementsofGDC56(4)andisacceptable.
I

Containment Atmosphere Dilution

Containment Atmosphere Dilution (CAD) System, Penetration 25, is classified as
an essential system. Penetration 25 has two outboard remote-manually operated
solenoid valves and two outboard check valves. These valves are leak tested in
accordance with Appendix J. The use of an outboard simple check valve is part
of the original design basis but, does not meet the explicit requirements of
GDC 56. However, the staff has concluded that the location of the check valve
is acceptable on "some other defined basis" due to the small reduction in the
safety margin associated with the mislocation of the check. This system is
acceptable on that basis.

' Radiation Monitoring System

Drywell CAM Suction, Penetrations 50A & D, are classified as a non-essential'

{ system. Peretrations SOA and D have two outboard motor operated ball valves as
isolation barriers. These valves close upon a Group 6 signal and are leak tested

! in accordance with Appendix J. The parameters that input into the group
isolation signal meet the requirements of a diverse isolation signal. This'

system meets the requirements of GDC 56(4) and is acceptable.

Drywell CAM discharge, Penetration 500, is classified as a non-essential system.
Penetration SOC has two outboard motor operated ball valves as isolation
barriers. These valves close upon a Group 6 isolation signal and are leak
tested in accordance with Appendix J. The parameters that input into the group
isolation signal meet the r3quirements of a diverse isolation signal. This
system meets the requiremen- of.GDC 56(4) and is acceptable.

4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATION

| The amendment involves a change to a requirement with respect to installation
or use of a facility component located within the restricted area as defined in
10 CFR Part 20 and changes to the surveillance requirements. The staff has,

determined that this amendment involves no significant increase in the amounts, '

and no significant change in the types, of any effluents that may be released
' offsite and that there is no significant increase in individual or cumulative

occupational radiation exposure. The Commission has previously issued a proposedj

finding that this amendment involves no significant hazards consideration and
'

there has been no public coment on such finding. - Accordingly, the amendment
meets the eligibility criteria for categorical exclusion set forth in

| 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9). Pursuant to 10 CFR 51.22(b), no environmental impact
i- statement nor environmental assessment need be prepared in connection with the
; issuance of this amendment,

i

.
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i 5.0 CONCLUSION

The Comission made a proposed determination that the amendment involves no
significant hazards consideration which was published in the Federal Register
($3FR37378)onSeptember 26, 1988, and consulted with the State of M abama.
No public comments were received thd the State of Alabama did not have any
coments.-

The staff has concluded, based on the considerations discussed above, that:
(1) there is reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the public will
not be-endangered by operation in the proposed manner (2) such activities will
be conducted in compliance with the Comission's regulations, and (3) the
issuance of the amendments will not be inimical to the common defense and
security nor to the health and safety of the public.

Principal Contributors: J. Harold, D. Moran, T. Ross, and J. Kudrick

Dated: March 22.1991
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